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• SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

Background and Objectives
•

1. Africa is predcminantly rural and may remain so at the year 2000 and possibly beyond.
Hence, the rural development of the member-States of the region_ is synonymous with their
national development. The development of rural life, institutions and economy is the
main basis by which Africa can expect to pUll itself out of the current socio-econcmic
crisis, with dignity and equity.

2. In fact, the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA) states, inter alia, "membe.' States should
direct their efforts to spelling out a Eltretagy for development, which ··-1, "J'e ._ ..:r
thinking, pla.nr:ing and action on bringinl;;" about socio-econemic changes necessary for
improving the quality of life of the- majority of the pe::>ple. This objective requires
them to invest in science and technology resources for raising African standard of
Iiving and for relieving misery in the rural areas". 11

3. The LPA further goes on to add, "attention should, therefore, be paid to the role
of science and technology in integrated rural development. l~is would require, among
other things, the generation of financial resources and political will and courage on
the part of policy and decision makers of the continent to induce profcund change with
far-reaching effects on the use of science and technology as the basis of socio
econemic development as a matter of the utmost importance and urgency !o.t this fateful
juncture of history". Y

4. Integrated rural development is production-based but rural poverty-alleviation
oriented. It is multi-sectoral but its main economic base is agriculture. the poor
performance of this sector is at the root of the region's socio-economic crisis. 1/

5. A major activity of this sector in Africa is food production. Food comes first and
is the most basic of the basic needs for surv-ival. And yet the food self-sufficiency ratio
in Africa has been declining since the 1960s. It was 86 percent in the 1980s ~d may fall
to 71 percent for cereals by the year 2008. !!! The consequences of this declining trend
are poverty, malnutrition, starvation and even fardne. Over a million people have died
in the recent past. 5/ Many more millions are barely clinically alive and are only
sustained through massive aid.

6. Such tragedy was neither unavoidable nor unanticipated.
placed on increased food production within the region by the
sector allocation for agriculture averaged only 7 percent in

For, despite all the emphasis
LPA, the share of the public
the 1978-1982 period. f/

7. Similarly, deapite the recommendation of the LPA to gradually al.locate upto 1 pel""''''"
of the GDP to develop appropriate technology, the resource allocation by the member States

1/ OJ.U, Lagos Plan of Action for the Econanic Development of Africa, 1980-2000,
International Institute for Labour Studies, Geneva, 1981, p. 45.

2/ Ibid., p. 45.
3/ A. Medeji, the Paralysis of lIultip1e Debiliating Crises, ECA, 1985, p. 18.
4/ Ibid, p. 19.
5/ ECA, Second Special. Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers: International

Action for Relaunching the Initiative for Long Term Development and Economic Gro.i;h in
Africa, Mdis Ababa, 1985, p. 5.

6/ ECA, Evaluation of the Implementation of the Regional Food Plan for Africa
(1978-1984) and a Preliminary Assessment of the Food and Agricultural Aspects of the Lagos
Plan of Action (E/ECA/CM.11/37 of February 1985) p. 15.
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as of 1985 varied from 0.2 to 0.3 percent of GDP. 7/ Hence, the decreasing food self
sUfficiency is a logical corollary of inadequate investment to improve farm productivity.
In fact, it has been argued that " ... Africa's current problems have less to do with the
drought than with the fact that it cannot feed itself whatever the weather'... ".8./ given, •
inter-alia, the current level of technology, unattractive farm prices and degradation of
soil. This, then i's the background of the Consultation.

8. The purpose of the Consultation was to:

(a) review the current level of rural technology;

(b) discuss existing national rural technolog'ical policy and its appropriateness;

(c) consider current institutional and infrastructural support;

(d) evaluate the impact of existing rural technology and national technological'
policies on food production, production of other rural goods and services,
employment, income levels and distribution and quality of life, and

(e) propose policy recommendations.

Attendance

9. A list of participants is given in Annex II of the report.

Opening of the Consultation

10. On behalf of Professor Adebayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary of the Econcmic,Commission
for Africa (ECA) , Mr. M. Tchouta Moussa, Deputy Executive Secretary inaugurated the
Exper't Consultation. In l1is inaugural speech, l1e stated, inter-alia, " ... , the rural
sector continues to remain neglected. The problems of rural technology are usually
regarded as too mundane to qualify for serious research in our region. In addition, we
suffer from the propensity to opt for imported, capital intensive and inappropriate farm
machineries; the choice has been uprealistically portrayed as between hand-hoes and
tractors.

11. Whatever work has been done in our research institutions and universities has ~nerally
not reached the small farmers due generally to weak infrastructures for this purpose'.
Equally important, middle level teChnicians, extension workers and 10cal-leO!"1 e"-f;:,,,~p':eneurs

have not been actively involved in ,reaching the majority of the farmers, and credit, price
and procurement policies have not been supportive of technological development at the small
holders' level. The betlefits of technologies relating to low-cost irrigation, solar
pumps, windmills, bio-fertilizer, better seeds and reduced post-harvest losses have not
been fully utilized either.

12. The primary economic base of our rural sector, i.e., agriculture, has bee,D at.. a..J,ow
level of equilibrium of incap.e, saVings and investment. Hence, most of our people. in the
rural areas live below the absolute poverty line, suffer from hunger and malnutritien and

11 ECA, Current Econcmic and Social Crisis facing Africa and Some Concrete Project
Proposals on the Role of Science and Technology (S&T/IGCESTD/l/7 of 25 September 1985),
Addis Ababa, 1985, p. 3.

8/ ',S. Woods, Africa: A prophecy of Boom not Doom in' Developnent and Co-operation,
DSE, Berlin, September/October 1985,p. 22.

Wi
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constsntly r5.sk st'lXVat; on and death, In fact, one million people perished in our region
in the recent famine and the v;,,st majority are from rural areas. Today, many moremilllons
are barely alive aL" are sustained through massive aid but robbed of their dignit.'. Such
a tragedy is neither unavoidaoJ.e nor unsolvable.

13. In view of declining self-sufficiency in food, the emphasis has to be on meeting this
most basic of the basic needs of people - rural or urban. After hunger has been brought
under control, other facilities and amenities of life can then be taken care of either
sequentially 01' simultaneously, depending on :factor-endowments and ind.igenous productive
capacity. It is important, therefore, that your deliberations centre around this
legitimate concern, which is priority number one. In this connection, we should also
remember that productivity is essentially a function of investment... There has to be
a tran"ition from hand-hoes to more efficient technology if the productivity potential of
African agriculture is to be realized... FAO's study "Agriculture: Towards the Year 2000"
shows 60 percent of the anticipated increases in farm production has to cane fran higher
productivity and the rest from extension of acreage and greater intensity of cropping.

14. However, the transition has to be pragmatic as the sad experiement with mechanized
group farms in Uganda and Ghana has shown. In a situation in which traditional technology
is inadequate and ultra-modern ones largely inaccessible, there has to be a number of
other options. Each country, depending on its existing level of development, indigenous
capacity and factor endowments, has to jUdiciously determine the technology to be adopted
or adapted through research. In making the decision. the effective demand side. at the
micro level, and its econc:m1c cost-benefit analysis. have to be given the due weight.

15. The question then arises "Whose demand?" Is it the demand of those relc:tively affluent
and better educated farmers, who have the capacity to go for capital - intensive technology
and can afford to take risks to maximize average cash incomes over a period of several
growing seasons? Or is it the demand of the multitude of small farmers. whose pre
occupat5.o'1 iA R",.,dVAL The" Irenerally own rain-fed, lOW-flooding. semi-arid lands.
Their risk-bearing capacity is low and so also is the rating of their credit-worthiness
by financial instit~tions.

16. In answering this question, each country has. first to assess the relative share of
the total cultivated land, the proportion of contribution to national food self-sufficiency
as well as the percentage of farm population (including dependents) in these two groups.
It is quite possible that the answer may be in favour of smal1 :!'armers. in terms of their
total acreage. output, share of the rural population, generation of employment and poverty
alleviation.

17. If so, it is their demand which has to be met first, which suggests opting for low
cost. 10'1 risk and neutral-to-scale technology, at least to begin with. It implies
deliberately deciding in favour of medium yielding varieities of seeds (rather than high
yielding varieties) to caver most cultivated land (rather than the fraction which is
irrigated). It may mean going for sorghum, millet and root crops, which provide more
calories per unit of land than rice or maize. Such a policy package w111 require
recognition of the objectives of the small farmers, existing farm conditions and
current knowledge of different agro-ecological conditions. It is this demand side
that we need to cultivate and gradually meet by developing our indigenous technological
capacity.

18. Finally, I would like to remind you ths.t the technological transition is likely to
be relatively widespread if:
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(i) there are financial. incentives to adopt the technology;

(u) the training is provided on how to use it; and

(lii) infrastructural. facilities to maximize the realization of yield potential.
are provided.

Experience elsewhere shows that these conditions are rather difficult to achieve. Urban
based institutions, lobbies and single-purpose interest groups al.ways seem to manage
to get policies and measures adopted "hich ensure that intended benefits are diverted
to their advantage .....

Election of Officers

19. The Expert Consultation elected the following:

Chairman

Rapporteur

Mr. A.B. Chikwanda (Zambia)

Dr. J.A. Dadson (Ghana)

Adoption of the Agenda and Organization of Work

20. The Expert Consultation adopted the following agenda:

1. Presentation and discussion of country papers;

2. Presentation and discussion of papers prepared by ARCT, JASPA, NRD (ECA)
and UNIDO;

3. Presentation end discussion of the synthesis paper by ECA;

4. Round up discussion; and

5. Adoption of the report of the Consult.ation.

SECTION II: SUMWlRY OF NATIONAL EXPlliIENCE ON THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON RURAL DEVELOPMl""-

21. The experts fran Ghana, Mauritius, Sierra Leone and Uganda presented papers
relating to their countries' experience on the subject matter. the summary of which is
given below.

A. Ghana

22. The introduction of animal. traction in the 1930s was the first attempt at technolo
gical. advancement in Ghanaian agriCUlture. By late 1950s, there were sane 4,400 farmers
in the savannah north. This modest progress was abruptly abandoned in favour of rapid
large-scal.e mechanization under public auspices (parastatal.s, etc.) in the ~960s, to
be revived after 1966 with external. aid. Currer >.4', labour technology daninates (85
percent of cultivated area), followed by mechaniCal. technology (10 percent) and animal.
traction (2-4 percent).

23. The policy instruments used to promote mechanization included favourable import
arrangements, subsidized credit, subsidized mechnized services and the pranotion of
direct state and co-operative farming.
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'24. studies by Winch, among others, of rice production in northern Chana provides evidence
on the financial 8Jld economic returns to alternative systems of mechanization. A sample
of 161 farms were stratified into 6 farming systems, 5 of which relied on tractors
and on oxen. Returns to factors were cwputed for each system. It was found that
government taxes and subsidies greatly distorted the relative profitability of the
different production systems. For example, the most capital-intensive system was the
most profitable to farmers, but least socially profitable when economic costs (taxes
and subsidies) were taken into account. Bullock technology was the most labour-intensive;
and combine harvestine drastically reduced labour input. Thus, financial analysis showed
profitability increasing with high technology, while economic analysis pointed to the
reverse.

25. The appropriateness of the technological policies can be questioned on the grounds
of the results of wrong signals from distorted price policies and the by-passing of
smallholders and hence the effect on income distribution, labour, and output.

26. Key issues in technological expansion, are therefore:

(a) price policies to gUide economic choice of technology at this stage of
development; and

(b) policies to develop appropriate technology consistent with the factor endo....ent
of rural producers.

27. Given the goals of increased output, employment and impr9ved income distribution and
social welfare, the major conclusions and recommendations of this study are the following:

(i) Government policies sbould reduce price distortions (e.g. taxes and subsidies)
which lead to inappropriate technology choice and favour large over small farmers;

(ii) Intermediate technology has been neglected. Policy should support R&D of
appropriate agricultural machinery or technology for the small farmer. Rural
industry should be promoted;

(iii) Research should be undertaken on smallholder production systems and problems
and on w~s of raising their factor productivities;

(iv) Appropriate supportive institutional arrangements should be developed and
promoted. The possibilities of selective technology, fractional (less lump,,)
technology and similar approaches are urgent strategies for study; and

(v) Policy should encourage the design of mechanical, biological and chemical
technology packages which maximize the goals of output, employment and
income.

B. Mauritius

28. Mauritius has one of the highest population densities of the world. However, the
GDP per capita is on the high side for this part of the world, having attained Rs l4,000
in 1984. Agriculture, which currently accounts for some 16 percent of GDP at factor
cost, is the most important sector of the ,Mauritian economy.
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29. The food self-sufficiency ratio in Mauritius, which is only about 30 percent, is
lower than that in most other African countries. This is largely due to the fact that
the two staple foods in Mauritius, namely rice and flour, are mostly imported.

30. Land constraint has been a major obstacle to agricultural expansion. Moreover,
sugar cane covers about 90 percent of all cultivated land. This monocrop situation has
hindered agricultural diversification and food self-sufficiency to a large extent.

31. Conscious of the necessity to increase food production, government food policy
is aimed at:

(a) reaching self-SUfficiency level in respect of a selected range of food-crops;

(b) optimizing land use, including sugar-cane interlines;

(c) setting up a framework of marketing facilities and price stabilization mechanisms;

(d) improving the necessary infrastructure, especially in terms of storage facilities
and irrigation; and

(e) providing fiscal and other incentives to producers.

32. However, even under the best possible conditions, Mauritius is' potentially capable
of achieving a food self-sufficiency ratio of only about 65 percent in terms of food value.
The total consumption of fish (17,000 tonnes),meat (13,000 tonnes), fruits, maize
(17 ,000 tonnes, mainly for animal feed), potatoes (17 ,DOD tonnes), and other vegetables
(30,000 tonnes) can be produced locally. But, the climate and soil are nat conducive
to rice and wheat CUltivation, so that a higher degree of food self-sufficiency can be
attained only if there is a drastic change in the eating habits of·the population.

33. In Mauritius there is no lack of skilled, semi-skilled or. unskilled labour,although
some mismatches at times occur. The value added per man-year in the manufacturing sector
is about Rs. 32,000 canpared to Rs. 18,000 in the agriculture.

34. Einployment in the agricultural sector, more specially the sugar sector, has been
steadily declining during the past ten years or so because' of increasing mechanization,
amongst other factors. However, agriculture remains the sector with the highest
employment. Unemployment is generally worse during the cane intercrop season.

35. The local manUfacturing capacity is very diverse and ranges fran simple agricu'."~·'.,.al

implements to heavy-duty machinery for the sugar mills. However, the bulk of the
manufacturing capacity is in the private sector. Although the large-scale manufacturing
establishments and the small-scale industries are motivated by government through
incentives of various forms, the informal sector and traditional craftsmen are nat, at
present, sufficiently encouraged to expand their activities.

36. Infrastructural support in terms of marketing facilities, storage and distribution
training facilities, research and development. and extension services are reasonably
adequate and fairly well organized. However, to cope with expected expansion of the
agricultural and manufacturing sectors in the years ahead, the infrastructural and
institutional 'support will have to be further consolidated.

•
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37. Generally speaking, inspite of various dra"backs in terms of land constraints, lack
of natural resources, the slump in the price of sugar on the world market, and an uneven
income distribution penalizing the rural poor (the Gini coefficient being about 0.44),
the standard of living of the rural inhabitants has changed a lot for the better during
the last few decades, judging from the food they now consume, the way they dress and the
amenities they can afford.

C. Si erra Leone

38. Sierra Leone is basically an !l€rarian economy. Agriculture contributes about 75
percent to employment, 32 percent to GDP and 20 percent to foreign exchange earnings.
Crop farming is the dominant feature of the rural economy. A wide variety of crops are
grown throughout the country, the most important being rice, sorghum, millet, maize,
cas save , sweet potatoes, groundnut and benesseed. Rice is the staple diet of the

"'" people. Its production provies employment for more than 80 percent of the farming
population and contributes over 70 percent to gross domestic agricultural production.

39. All production systems in Sierra Leone are virtually characterized by low input
technologies (mechanical and biochemical), which have been employed with little
variation for decades. Simple hand implements (hoes, axes, matchets, etc.) account for
well over 80 percent of farm technology in use. The use of animal-drawn e'luipment
(ploughs, planters, etc.) and tractors is limited. In the array of simple hand
implements in use, the hoe is most widely used for most farming operations of root crops.
Other tools in use are more or less complementary to the hoe.

40. Agro~echanizationpolicies have in the past, and still continue to favour
tractorization even though this technology has been proved to be inappropriate, as
tractors are costly, difficult to manage and spares and repair and maintenance facilities
are limit"d.

41. Current institutional and infrastructural support, Le., technology research and
development (R & D), local manUfacture, marketing and distribution, extension services
to users and training facilities, are both inade'luate and ineffective. As such, very
little of the benefits generated by them, trickles down to the majority of farmers made
up of small-holders.

42. Given the use of traditional technologies and the practice of shifting cultivation,
crop acreages are small (the average being 4 acres), and in the absence of biochemical
inputs, yields are low (average being 1 000 Lb/acre for upland rice). Small acreages
and low yields translate themselves into low production, low marketable surplus and low
incomes. There is no pronounced income ine'luality in rural Sierra Leone. The gini
coefficient is 0.32 indicating a moderate degree of ine'luality.

43. Seasonality of labour use is an important feature of farming. The problem is
accentuated by the predominance of seasonal crops and the use of traditional labour
intensive technologies (hand tools and implements). Farmers cope with labour peaks by
adopting two different solutions, i. e., employing hired labour and staggering the tasks.
15-20 percent of labour input is from hired labour; most of which come fran nearby
farmS/Villages. There are no landless labourers in Sierra Leone.

44. Given the actual and potential leading role of agriculture in national and rural
development, the sector should be accorded the highest priority in terms of allocation
of resources and provision of adequate institutional and infrastructural support services.
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Policie.s sllot.ld boe Q8sigr,,,d to prUlI,ut" the d""elopment, local manufacture and widespread
adoption of appropri.1.te technclog~.es. Speci!'ically, the use of an1mal-drawn equipment
(ploughs, planters. etc.), ,.,hr",H ,,~ "'!l"ourc~ed wherever feasible.

D. Ugan~

45. Agriculture pl~s a dominant· role in Ugandan economy. It presently contributes
56 percent of GDP, 95 percent of-the country's total exports, and provides an income to
as many as 93 percent of the population, Uganda was not only self-sufficient in food
but also substantial amounts of commercial and. food crops were exported until about 1972.
The current food deficit stems from poor leadership and policies.

46. In.Uganda, traditionally food crop production has been primarily for subsistence •.
The m'!Xketab1e surplus was about 10 percent. With the breakdown.of monetary economy
(in coffee, tea, cotton and tobacco), many rural farmers switched. to food production at
the cost of commercial crop.· About 70 percent of the cu1tivated··land iJ;l utilized for
seasonal crops. The major sta.ple food crops grovn include plantain (bananas) sugar,
finger millet, sorghum and maiz.c, The last two have become 0: late .major substitutes
for the finger millet.

47. Uganda is a country of llmallfarmers except the estate sector (sugar and tea). The
production of the latter is appealingly low at present due to a number of constraints.

48. One-of :the main fee:bures of Uganda's -agriculture is the low level of technology
available and applied, wieth the result that production is not maXimized. The low level
_of technology is reflected in the extensive use of poor implements basically the hoes
and pangas. On the large m~ority of small holder-farms in Uganda., soil cultivation
is still carried with a hoe. At present, there is a great shortage of high qU;lity
brands. Those produced by recognized local industries are inadequate, while those
manufac-tu.:.:. ....<.:..' '~;y j".i.i.lvJ::u.LCl.-L b~C-i.,v.L wE of very ~vw q,uality.

49. About 10-15 percent or t'l" "~.I'!"~:r. pos:;ess ox-pJ_ough _ Ox-ploughing is exclusively
used on light soUs, in :Ce-stern and Norther regions, but ploughing is often of poor
standard due to lA.ck of properly trained ox-d%-ivers and oxen.

",-

50. Only, 0.01 percent fermers have a tractor in Uganda. Sit\ce independence, Government
encouraged group fBlmers with subsidizedt~actorsand sterted tractor hire service. The
f,e.nner failed a.'1d the latter con-cinues to ope!"ate at a much reduced scale.

51, On- iarg~ esbate,s, especie~l,y those of coffee, tea and sugar cane, there is serious
shortage of labour to carry <.>ut ploughing, weeding and harvest.ing <'IJE!r!\tions. Because the
welfare of the rural people is uncertain. most· youths flock to towns seeJP,ng non-existent
Jobs in shrinking industries. Some end up being self-employed doing petty Jobs. This
rural-Urban exodl1shas triggered off social and econanic problems. Agricultural production
has fallen since there are no effective replacement of rural youth. No mechanization of
farm operations was planned to meet the needless labour shortage.

52, The present infrastructure in the rural areas is insufficient to S\Ipport attempts to
ensure fair trade in foodstuffs adn at the same time expedite distrib,,;~ion on a large.
scale of agricultural inputs to the farmers. Government ccmmercial agencies like the
Produce Marketing Board cOVers onl.v 10-15 percent of food market. A. few cO-01leratives
are involved in staple crQ marketing, The farmers do not have the organization and
co-ordination through whi~> tu .oct caJ.r pric8~ 1'0:" their produce. The f.armers, therefore,
continue to remain poor and their llving conditions deteriorate. Hence, rural...,urban
migration.
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53. While there are commendable storage facilities for cash crops (coffee, cotton and
tea), there is virtual alJsen,~e of adequate facilities for staple crops. Moreover.
commercial banks do not generally extenCi loans to staple food traders. Besides credit
and marketing constraints, heavy transport cost is another disincentive to increased
agricultural production i.n the rural areas. Inadequacy of all weather feeder roads
further aggravates the situation.

54. There is a general shortage of agricultural inputs particularly those requiring
foreign currency. Seeds of improved varieties of staple crops vere last produced locally
five years ago. And since then the country has depended on aids from donor agencies.

55. Agro-ehemical inputs are in short supply and beyond the buying power of the ;,-","·tel

farmer. Even when Goverrilllent gives them free, the fanners have to P8¥ for them due to
inefficient end corrupt dist:dbution system. Currently, Government is rehabilitating
some of the research centres and ~.n(l."stries, where some of these inputs used to be
produced in the early :970s.

56. The agricultural research programmes show poor per1'onnance due to inadequate funding.
And also the extension workers ter.d to' work in isolation of the researchers. There is·
total absence of transfer of knowledge from research centres to rural farmers through
extension channels. For exa:,ple, traditiono.l o:J.-fa::m tests are no longer conducted.

57. The role played by the :1.nfonnal sector in proYi sion of agricultural implements
throughout the 1970s and upto now deserves special :lention. Involvement of rural
craftsmen in the manUfacture of simple implements marks a beginning of technological
awareness within the populacL; and a hopeful step in readiness to receive diffused
technological innovation 1'1''''''' the top. .

58. Uganda is still very nuch a "land of infinite possibilities" in agriculture. By
selecting the right altitude and soils one could grow alsmost any crop in some parts of
Uganda. The probleJJl is not EO "lUch of what will grow as to what can be grown profitably.
There is urgency for embarking on carefully planned agricultural and technological
policies, extensio~ services, subsidies and inducements to attract rural young men to
stay on the land. A strong rur~l technological base will foster the creation of small
scale rural agro-industri'3s which will eventually generate jobs and stimulate
agricultural production.

SECTION III: SlJM[>!ARY OF THE TECHNICAL PAPERS BY THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM AND OTHERS

A. Technology transfer for Rural Development in Africa: ECA/NRDCI

59. In recent years, African governments are becoming ::'ncreasingly aware of the vital
role of science and techn,)lo/:,y in'1ational socio-economic development. To enable science
and technology to pl8¥ thls ;',)le effectively, with part5.cular reference to the developnent
of the rural areas, there is '1eed fol' th~ formulation of science and technology policies
which would emphasize the de-,elopment of technology appropriate to the conditions and
circumstances of the mrs.l dwellers.

60. These technologies would. take into account of the physical, econemic and social
characteristics of the rural areas and their inhabitants, and their aim would be to
develop technologies that are appropriate and environmentally sound.
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61. In t1ll.s spirit, ECA which has actively b"en w,,~k.~ng nll the p,.cmation of rural..
appropriate technologies in Africa, finds tha.:~ int"J:'r"gio~a.: cQ..ope::-at:..on h"lS been
recognized to be an important il.spect or both 6cieO':,:,.';:1c fl.'ld ~;ech:1~,clLi. co•.operation among
developing countries as laid do'm in ';;he Duen.:>6 Ail'ev Pla.r; "f Aci;:.oJ:., tc.e Lag('s Pld!l
or Action. the Nairobi _~ecCllllllendat;ion" r:r E;. P':ogremme of Tecimi"c(c Co,o~pl'ation feJr
Developing Countries (TenC) among African couutrleG, etc., :;f:l"t;u" -:;his :':'rsmcwork and
in efforts to tind wa,ys of dealing with the situ<.,;:;i;;n, EGA enbarked on a progrBlllllle
orsoutb-sauth co-operation on apprnpria',;" t ~chn<)logy.

62. The present progr8lllllle which deals with deveL'praent --ulCt de;n<)[).&tra~i'lIl of technol.ogies
suitable for rural areaa in Africa. is an example of such ~. "-'COC p:-ogrfl.;mne J o:l.ntly
initiated and implemented by ECA a.nd tbe Governl!lent 0:: Inliie.•.2/

-63. Technologies which bave been identif'ied with the :')-opera'~iou of experts. ,
industrialists and specialized organizations fran both .l\1'rican countries and sane friendly
third world countries (notably India) are described in 'che technical proriles giving the
basic technical and economic data required for as3Eossing their ecrnomic viability and
in a conspectus whicl\ _ECA can malte available on l"('Quest.

64. In close collaboration with the Indian Gove~·x;..,nt. ECA is currer.tly estab;Lishing a
demonstration. training and replication centre for appropl'iate technology in Dakar. Senegal.
'!bis centre will be the fruit or Joint erforts by ECA and India to give concrete fom
to sOl1tb-south co-operation, particularly in s.pprop:,,'·,+,e techn:llogy ro!' rural development.

B. Ditf'uaion and Adoption of Technologies by R.l:!£!!. Ccm:m.mitiea in Africa: ARCT

65. A number of technologues. which are potentially hel..ful in raisin8 the productivity
of rural based ecanomic activities in Africa. he,s e:no"geu ;t':'an :"f,s"s,l'ch botb within and
OI1tside tbe region. The m~or factors that will influence ';he d;.r1'U8;'OO and adoptiQll of
these technologies witbin tbe African rural milieu a"~ bath technical and socio-economic.
The;, detel'llline what. where, who. how. when and why tI:e 1"11"al people rollow certain
praetices and in which circumstances the'J are likely to adopt upgraded technologies
traditional or otherwise.•

66 • '!'he experiences that are emerging fran the implplilentation of field. activities by the
ARCT. p&rticullll:'1¥, in the food and energy sectors indicate tha.t a number of important
variables have eitb~r been ignored in the past or ~ave bee::t JtiBUu~erstood by prcmoters
of innavatiQlls in rural activities. .

67. The most frequent and cost1¥ error in this regard is the, as.aU'llptiQll that the rural
environment in Africa was a soeio-cultural and technol(lgfc ..~ "'''.CUUJ:1. ThiR bj.aseci view
has Jeopardized the successful introduction or tecmologies rran tlTO directiQlls. Firstly.
it attempted to introduce cOlllpletely new values and bu:::-eauclc;ti.c structures ,and to
enforce inccmprebensive measures upon rural cClllllluni·~:'.es. Second~', ~he efficacy of
existing production structures and knowledge were aot. explored n3 a l"esult of whicb a
significant in-built potential for selecting. 'developing anc. ~";'ff'Using innoY!l~ions was
ignored. . -

68. These experiences strongly suggest that the ae.aptatio:l of existi.ng methods and
processes or tbe develoPllent of oanpletely new teckwlogies ms;y conatitute far less a
problem than their diffusion in rural eallmu'lities. ~bus, facta;.·s external to a technology
IIIlIY have s. greater influence on its adoption than ";he ~(;d.nical OOldother merits of the
technology. In selecting rural activities for tbe o.evelopment of n.ew innovations, it
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should 1:>e recognized that':ill1ier,ns.J,.ly generated change arfers the advantage of conformity
with the social'and culture.l,:valuesof the society. In this regard, it could "also be
s~i~edth~ttechnologies.bearingsame degree of similarity with those already in use
would ha~' a'better-ch8l1ce of adoption than completely new ones which may not conform
to accepted so'Ci81;'cUltural andenvironmetnal norms. The high rate of non-adoption of
the technol~ical innovations which ha~ been introduced in the rural areas has been
partly due to the failure to internalize the process of change in any camnunity and the
propensity of external ~orces to impose their own solutions.

69. Recognition of the importance of traditi,onal systems does not imply that they are
preferable to all other systems. On the contrary, the objective should always be to
utilize exis~ing usefUl structures rather than to impose radical changes on the tradition
structures in all cases. The' most effective method by which eXisting structures,could
be identified for use is throUgh observation and dialogue between the rural communities
and the agents promoting change. Such a dialogue will lead to:

- Better assessment of the needs and priorities of the target community;
- The evolution of approPriate solutions, involving camnunity participation, fC1!'

experimentation and pilot studies;
- Increased scope for commercialization of the technology when it is finally

introduced; and
- Bett"r means of diffusion of innovations and for the training of extension agents

for community level operation and maintenance.

70. Even after all of these conditions have been satisfied, action will be needed to
promote the commercialization of new innovations 1:>y entrepreneurs and inventC1!'s. The
diffusion and adoption process of new innovations shoul,d therefore be considered an
integral part of technologydevelopnent activities. In addition to allowing for the
participation of users, potential entrepreneurs should be involved at all stages of
such activities to facilitate the process of commercialization.

c~ A lication of Industrial Technolo for R~'~l L~y~lo ment: Some New A caches
A Biomass-base ndus rialJ.zat on Strategy: UNIDO

71. Industrialization is the engine of developnent. The aim is to halt the drift of
rural people to city slums, bring city comforts to rural areas', resulting in a rural
urban continuum. There should be a net transfer of surpluses and income to rural areas,
correcting the historical inequities and imbalances.

72. The :l'ranotiOll of rural industry in the context of rural developnent merits special
attention. ,In many countries, existing village crafts are disappearing rapidly while
modernization of B€;riculture creates a demand for new inputs and consumer goods 'which
cQUld o('j;en be produced locally. If these two trends can be combined through relevant
planningan<!- lJUpport measures, the outcome might be modernized local industrial structures.
ge~e,d to serving the 'rural areas and with linkages tObational industry as well•. Such'
rural industry, could provide empl'oYlllent, in,crease income ,slaw rural-urban migration,
inoreal;e the S.lpply of goods and services to farmers at lower cost and generally
stimulate further rural and regional developnent.

73, Apart from the linkages with agriculture itself, there are other important cross
sectoral requirements for rural industry. Thus. the villages must have access to
electricity for 'productive purposes. It is equally essential to develop the capacity
to design and manufacture simple producer goods appropriate for sma.ll scale village
industry.' The reservoir of potential skills in the rural areaS is often large. But without
special efforts to upgrade the skills, to improve tools, to diversifY production, to open
upmarkets and to change the outloOk of the artisans, this important asset threatens to
disapIlear.
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74. Rural industrialimticn should be based on generating, mobilizing, utiliZing and
maximizing the natural and human resources that are available in rural areas. It should
be problem-oriented, directed at solving spedfic problems. There are severe limitations
on the capacity of the agriCUltural sectors to absorb the erist:l.ng sUPP1¥ of rural labour.
Not on1¥ is the rural population increasing rapid1¥, but this has. led to smaller farm
sizes end increased numbers of landless people who must be absorbed in. other activities.•

75,' mlIDO is presently examining sarne new approf'.ches to the subject of rural industriali
zation based on the concept of "clusters of industrial and technical developnent"
centred around specific natural resources, which may abound in the rural area under
consideration. One such resource is biomass. Under the concept of a bianass based
industrialization strategy, a "cluster" of industries and technological innovations
would be pranoted around bianass in order to useful1¥ convert every part of it into
food, fodder or fuel, particulBrly keeping in mind the possibilities of harnessing
technological advances in genetic engineering and biotechnology.

76. In recent years, 1t'creased attention has been given to those renewable resources
that might meetithe worli':, ~"reasing needs for food and fuel. In this connection,
cellulose-eontaining materials are regarded as the JOost prarnosing. The potential of
bie-conversion aimed at such materials is illustrated by the fact that the world's
natural production of cellulose is sanewhere between 100 to 700 billion tons annually.
which may be converted into food, fodder or fuel.

77. In moving forward in tl,is alternative pathway for industrializ"tion bc.sed on bianass
it is necessary to:

(a) ensure that food security for the poor is not sacrificed for. li'l.u1d-fue1
security for the rich or that public good is not sacrificed for larger private profits
in perfumery canponents; and

(b) have a national bie-researCh policy. Such policy should include:

(i) n biomars ~esource survey;

(ii) bianass generation;

(iii) mobilization of bi.omass through a resource management system; and

(iv) industrial conversion,

The policy should be integrated with other industrial, econemic and national policies.
The focus should be on resource management. industrialization and the quality of life.

78. The selection of biomass for industrial conversion depends upon several factors.
The f'1rstconsideration is the specific set of products that could be produced fran a
'single feedstock; the time, costs and market conditions have then to be evaluated.
Another approach whould be· to consider the same set of products that could be produced
from different types of Hanass feedstock and estimate the teCbno-econanic viability
and marketabilit.r •

79. The other element is the conversion process. Vsing the same feedstock, but with'
different teChnological r~utes, the s8lIle products 'or a variety of products could be
produced. The equation thus becanes: bianASs - teChnology - products. One would have

.to weigh the potential use of each material for .either food, energy or an industrial
product and decide which of· these is eaonanically attractive.

".

I 'i $'
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80. The prospects of biomas~ - based industrialization!iepend upon, the availability of
biomass and its pr;' iog as c0lllpared to the availability and pricing of th'epresent feed-

, stocks, such as fossil resou;ces. It also depends upon the availability and status of
technologY·in competing :t:roc"sces and finally the cCG.ts and the marketability. In the
last analysis, the polley decisions are social and political. The will and commitment
'01' the Governments to ~erve '·he pEople, ~articularly the large majority of the rural

",' poor, will favour ciomass-baJed :j.f'dustriali;zation. ' :~

D. Experience on AgricultW:al Technology in Al'rica: IllJ/JASPA - (Mr. Z. Alam)

81. Two kinds of agricultur->;l technology ,are currently used in African countries:
traditional,~d ~J;lnovated. craditional technology is composed of main],}" hand tools
used by the,.Smallholders an" il1n07ated technology which are mainly used by the estate
farms, l&.'g~irrigation schelLes and' conimercial farms, on the other hand,' are of three
kinds.; :viz., (il biological, (ii)"chedtO,I aha: (iii) mechanical. The ax-drawn
equipment/implem.ents h2.ve SCi far proved' successful in most countries. Tractors, which
require a lot of forei£.n exchange to acquire, are jlnder-ut:l.lized mainly due to lack of

. !trained. operators;c.ostly spare parts; fuel and lack of repair and maintenance.
• ,,co ,', '" • ,

82 •.. Most African countrie.s import :farm equipment/imPl~~pts ranging frointractors to
hand topJ,.s. However, the 'degree of imports varies from country, tQ count:rY. For example,
Botswana, Lesotho, Sudan, etc. c.ependentirely on outside .markets for their farm tools
and equipment while Zambia, '!:anzania, Kenya, etc. produce most 'of them ''1ocally. Malaw!
prC\iuce internally all the required hand tools and animal drawn equipment/implements.
The major constraints to ",oce.l manufacture and wider usc of farm equipment and implements
in these countries are: shortage of right quality of raw materials (steel); lack of
appropriate profiles for various tools and implements; limited purchasing power of the
majority of smallholders and lack of knowledge of technological innovations.

83. Until recently, very little attention was given to the improvement of agriculture.l
technology specially the technolog-"r required for the smallholders. However, now-a-days,
agricultural technology policies for smailhol<lers are beginning to get priorities by the
African governments .. They 'havestarted!ormulation .Qf technology policies after careful
analysis of environment, resource arid their constraints. But, there "is still a. wide and

. growing gap 1;>e~ween t!;le policy statements and their implementation. 'Although there w:as
no clearly defined'agro-mech~~izatlonpolicy 'until l~cer.tly, 'the official policy encouraged
tractor technology inspite of other availsble options within the countries.

84.' Appropriate technology innovations and its adoption largely depend on institutional
support and i,nfrastruc;ture. The c.ot,mtriesgenerally have institutions directly ~o'1~erned

with a.ppropriate techno,:).ogy•. ' These institutions are concer,ned with:
; c-

.. (a) . research.md il.eve12.,ment;

(b) repair anq. main~;,ena,'1ce;

(c) marketing, distr:ibuoionsand cl'edit;· and

(d) extension and training.

However, their performance is very poor due to lack of trained manpower, poor management,
resource constraint, non-ava1.1ability 01' spare-parts, lack of foreign exchange, poor roads
and transport :facilities, poor co-ordination and co-operation among the institutions.
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85. The productivity of lahour and the increase .in yields largely depend on the level
of technology adopted. Ox-ploughs can cover substantiall:.' more areas than the hand tools.
Biological and chemical innovations can potentially increase per acre yield and labour
requirement by 2 to 3 and 1.3 to 1.6 times respectively.

86. Technological innovations can have a positive impact on employment and production if
these reach the beneficiaries as a package such as support in terms of equipment,
maintenance,credit, inputs, veterinary care, marketing, training, etc. But in most
African countries, the infrastructure and the._.institutions involved in production,
adoption, traininG and extension are very poor alid 'weak, so also the linkages among
their institutions.

E. Science, Technology and Self-sufficiency in Food in Africa: NRD(ECA)

87. Food security' for the rural population is an important issue for detailed consideration
when analyzing the im,pact of technology. Science and technology can plBiY a very significant
role in solving the problem of food self-sufficiency, for the knowledge and the tools
developed so far have been very successful in other parts of the world, while in Af'rica
they are yet to be exploited.

88. After the famous scientific discovery made by Mendel on genetic inheritance, the
technology of hybridization 'that followed, increased grain yields considerably. The Green
Revolution that followed in the 1970s 'saved 34 million hectares of land for the same
production in India alone. In China, rice yields' increased considerably by:

(a) CUltivation of high yielding varieties;

(b) spread of semi-dwarf varieties responding to good management and use of water
and fertilizer;

(c) multiple cropping facilitated by release of short-duration photo-insensitive
crop varieties; and

(d) new management practices with optimum p~ant popu~ation per square meter,
weed-free environment, fertilizer, pest management by protecting the natural enemies of
pest, using insect and disease resistant varieties, judicious use of agrochemicals and
improved post-hs",-est technologies,

89. Basic crop production strategies have to be formulated to increase food production
for the ever-increasing population of Africa. Intensified land use is better than area
expansion, for by the year 2000, expansion of arable land can contribute only 25 pe:c'cent
more food but increased cropping intensity and high yield varieties can give 75 percent
more. Cropping patterns and alternative technologies for increasing yields and the
associated choice of input mixes have to be explored and applied. In Africa, the
application of available technologies has been minimal. University researchers have not
transferred their know-h01-T to the fields, with the result that, though the technologies
are known, they are not available to the rural users. The link" between the laboratory
and the farm has to be strengthened. A host of well-known technologies that can be
easily mastered by the rural farmers are not available to these people, who form the
majority of our food producers. Post-harvest technologies should be popularized. Rural
youths have to be encoUraged to take to mechanized and scientific farming techniques if
we do not want a rural exodus to the towns with consequent decrease in the;production of
food. Appropriate science and technology policies and strategies for increased food
production and foed security are of primordial importance to most. African countries.
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90. Besides, these, peripheral factors like incentives to producers to use new technologies,
infrastructural facilities like tube-wells, irrigation, pumps, surface irrigation systems,
rural roads ,··collection depots and silos, have to be provided by the governments, helped
by in~ernational agencies. 'Proper pricing'policies, organized export facilities, access
to credit for the purchase of agricultural inputs are smong the incentives that governments
have to.offer. Then and only then can science and technology be effective in alleviating
fo.o<Lpr.oblems in .Africa.

91. Education and training are equalJ.,y important to transfer the technologies if they
were to have any appre'ciable impact' on rural developnent. Organized research and
development in universities and institutes have to be encouraged both by the government
e.nd the private sector. The extension' system£; have to be improved considerably. Tiley
are the agents of transfer of technology to the 'rural farmers who need adequate training
in order to be able to apply the science and technology that are available. Aspects of
ecological considerations and safety measures need to be incorporated in the training
of the rural farmers. Though cautions in taking to innovations., they are, however,
willing, provided adequate safety measures ar/! given, The school and college curricula
have to be drastically modified to ~uit local requirements, and every student trainee
in an agricultural engineering course has to be given a small plot of land for him to
cultivate and.manage. Then only, we· can have practical agriculturalists.

92. A cost-ben·efit analysis of the application of science and technology to agriculture
is essential. It has been shown that inve'stment in research anp. developnent is not wasted.
The ~vent .of'biotechnology and genetitc engineering is going to revolutionize the whole
f'ield. With genetic engineering, it is nOW' possible to alter the hereditary apparatus of
a living ceil so that the cell can produce more or dif'f'erent chemicals or perf'orm completely
new functions •.' Better seed and bette.r plants resistant to pests and diseases and providing
higher,stable yields, are now becoming mo:re and more available through this technology.
Hence, it is essential f'or African countries to devote more resources on such development •

. In India, it has been establf.shed that an investment of sixty million dollars on research
on wheat led to a prodUction' worth more than 400,000 million dollars, i.e. nearly seven
thousand times more.

93. The potential f'or better exploitation of' science and technology which can rapidly
change the present situation of'food scarcity and f'smine in Af'rica is there. Agriculture
elsewhere pas evolved f'rom a resource based enterprise to a science based activity. Our
developnent depends on the us ewe' make of' the s'cience and technology available in Af'rica
and elsewhere. Without an adequate use of technology, we cannot hope to have any
appreciable impact of' the same technology in rural development.

F. Technical Change and Rural Development in Afric~: IDRC ,10/ (Paul B. Vittc,~

94. Rural development, it is now clear, will not come about in Africa without technical
change. Change is required in the tools and procedures used to pI'oduce goods and services,
especia,lly in agriCulture. While present understanding of the factors that influence that
change is still inccmplete, empirical studies have identified some of those factors, 3lld,
in a number of cases, determined the nature of their influence. It has been shown that
the relevant factors in agriCUlture include farm size, risk aversion, education and
extension, labour availability, credit constraints. complementary inputs, infrastructures
and organization. The influence of these and other factors upon the rate of technical
Change offers possibilities of s.o manipulating them as to facilitate rural development.

10/ The views expressed in this paper are those of the author; they do not necessarily
reflect policies of IDRC.
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In this respect, empirical studies also cont,ain lessons on whether the factors should be
man pulated from the top or from the 'ottcm. A drawback in Africa I s past and present
attempts at rural'develo]inent is that theY have riot alw8¥s paid adequate attention to
those lessons Or ~~ the influence of the relevant factors themselves.

G. Iinpact of Technology on Rural Development in Africa: Synthesis Paper - ECA

95. The basic cause of needless poverty and hunger of the rural Africa to-day is the
stagnation of its main economic base - agriculture. It has settled down to a low level
equilibrium of income, saving and investment over time. Hence, most of the rural people
of the region is caught in a vicious circle of a poverty trap, They are belay the
"absolute poverty line".

96. The country studies shay all the three are food-deficit, although food is the most
basic of basic needs. In Uganda, the breakdown of law and order and expulsion of
expatriate community since 1972 were the major reasons for its set-back in rural develop
ment and in food self-sufficiency. In Sierra Leone, the pre-dominance of hand-hoes
and inadequate use of bio-chemical inputs are the contributary factors. Mauritius is a
refreshing study in contrast in respect of technology and the benefits. Its limiting
factor is soil, most of which is comparatively unsuitable for rice cultivation.

97. Uganda had a location-specific technology policy until 1972. Sierra Leone has none
so far. Mauritius explicitly favours mechanization. Both Uganda and Sierra Leone suffer
from seasonal un- and under-employment in thei'r rural sector. In l{auritius, most jobs
are off-farm and thus seasonal variation in employment is relatively less. The Uganda
study shows the tremendous potential for dramatic increase in productivity of food crops
with appropriate technologc , bio-chemical inputs and extension services. In Sierra
Leone, productivity is very low. Mauritius' case, with its mono-crop, sugar, provides
empirical evidence of gain in productivity.

98. The productivity differential is reflected in per capita income in the three countries,
with Ma..-ritius logically leading, followed by Sierra Leone and Uganda respectively.
However, the income disparity is the worst in Mauritius pointing to the problem of how
to reconcile the considerations of growth with that of equity.

99. To release rural Africa from the "poverty trap", the studies recamnend. inter-alia,

(a) increased resource allocation for agriculture and other activities in the rural
areas;

(b) development of indigenous technical capacity by research and development;

(c) an unified but streamlined ministry of agriculture to guide the departments
concerned with various sub-sectors;

(d) provision of effective extension services;

(e) diversification of production;

(f) provision of socio-economic infrastructure. geared to the disadvantaged
segments of the rural popUlation;

(g) change in dietary habits; and

(h) farm management studies.
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Sr;CTIOli IV: Stn-lr·1ARY OF DISCUSSIONS

100. A summary of the discussions of the papers is given below.

101. Rural technology is of three types: mechanical, biological and chemical. Often,
they go together in various combinations. The country papers focussed on mechanical
technology (pover); the institutional papers covered the other categories as well, in
addition providing in one case a framework for conceptualizing the process of technolo
gical change. The discussion therefore covered a wide scope of rural technology,
including an alternative strategy of development, the biomass strategy.

102. It is ~ride1y accepted that technological change is an inevitable process as well as
a necessary condition for raising rural productivity, incomes and empl.oyment. What is
yet to be adequately recognized is the need for the process to be guided by well
formulated and consistent policies.

103. Inspite of post-independence intensive development efforts, African rural economies
are characterized by predominantlY small-scale producers and some medium- and large-scale
producers. These categories have different production and technological systems. means
and resources. Their overall productivity is low, reflecting inappropriate policies and
resource inputs.

104. Some past end current rural technology policies have the following features, among
other things; they are based on a top-down approach with a simplistic but unrealized
expectation of a trick1e-down effect; countries have attempted to by-pass instead of
focus sing on the pre-dominant group, the small-scale producers; the ro1c and needs
of women and the youth have not been adequately addressed. In many countries, technology
policies, where they exist, lack clearlY defined principles, and often follow conflicting
goals and means. They have not been based on local resource endowments and have ignored
local manufacturing capabilities. Some policies have created further problems; e.g.
wage policies have created labour shortages in labour surplus economies.

105. The policy instruments used have provided wrong signals and encouraged the transfer
of inappropriate technologies. Fer example, price policies, comprising SUbsidies, tax
concessions, unit (panterritoria1) pricing, overvalued exchange rates, etc., have favoured
large against small producers, high-technology over intermediate/appropriate stages and
urban consumers over rural producers.

106. Furthermore, complementary policies necessary to maximize the effect of technology
development and diffusion have not been fully considered. For example, infrastructures
(both social and physical), particularlY research and extension systems and credit and
distribution services have been deteriorating.

107. Institutional arrangements for implementing policies and promoting rural devel.opment
need particular attention. Typically, several agencies are involved in rural development
programmes and rural technology production and transfer. Most are in the public sector;
some are in the private sector. There are Ministries of Agriculture, Industry, Science
and Technology, etc.; there are autonomous parastatals in technology research end
transfer. And, of course, there are private agencies, e,g. machinery suppliers, donor
agencies, NGOs. They all operate in the rural sector in isolation, without co-ordination
or much collaboration. This leads to avoidable waste of resources and reduces overall
impact.
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108. Research and Development priorities at internationaJ. and regionaJ. levels should
accord with local needs and realities (rice versus sorghum, millet and root crops).
Investment priorities of external donor agencies should be commensurate with national
objectives and priorities, and should cater adequately for diffusion of the results of
their activities to promote widespread adoption by rural communities.

109.• While national research systems are established to generate knowledge, budgetary
a~9.cations are not adequate for their work. Also, the task and process of diffusicm,
as-.:<Slistinct from the generation of knowledge of technology, is relatively neglected.
Extension systems have generally deteriorated, as already observed; new w~s of
communicating more effectively with rural producers, or of popularizing technologies
generated or recommended, must be devised.

110. The generaJ. lack of objective conditions in the countries conducive to formation of
rural people themselves into organizations, or as pressure groups and bargaining forces
to improve their access to technology and services is a reality. The role of local
organizations (e.g. co-operatives and other self-help organizations) in initiating
development from below needs to be positively viewed and encouraged.

Ill. Another neglected potential resource is the informal sector. Nearly all African
countries have "w~-sidet' mechanics and craftsmen lIbo are important in producing and
maintaining sim]?le equipment and scmetimes modern machinery in rural areas. They
represent a potent1e,l capability in technology advancement, if properly assisted through
training and credit schemes.

112. The available evidence, then indicates that the effect of technology and technology
policies on rural economies has been limited, in some senses even negative. Even in those
countries where increased production has been achieved, these have not been matched by
corresponding income and employment increases for the majority of the rural population.
Tr.ere has been change, some growth, but without general improvement in equity. In some
cases, change has been accompanied by declining equity and growing disparities. The
quality of life 1,"6 changed unevenly; and insecurity has increased. Indiscriminate
use of inappropriate technology is destroying the environment, in some cases irreversibly.
Larp,e segments of the rural popUlation are untouched, in particular women and the youth.
Growing disparities are probably endemic to change, especially to rapid change and
perhaps even inevitable. But eff'orts should be made to minimize them in time so as
.'0 to reduce development prospects.

113. The reasons for poor technological progress are economic, social, political and
organizational, as set out above. Economic policies have ignored key micro- and macro
variables, pursued conflicting goals and used inappropriate instruments. OrganizationaJ.
ar!'ang,nents for implementation needs to 'be strengthened and co-ordinated. Infrastructural
systems to support technical and social services need improvement and eXp8Jlsion. The gap
between policy pronouncements and practice need to be closed.

114. Thus, there is the need for policies that:

(a) accord due priority to rural development, agricultur&l as well as non-agricultural

(b) focuss on the generation as well as the diffusion (transfer process) of
teclmologies appro!lriate to our endowments, needs and capabilities;

(c) policies that are based on appropriate and consistent principles, goals,
objectives and means;
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(d) recognize the role of complementary measures, e.g. infrastructural systems
and organizational structures and arrangements; and

(e) recognize the need to increase investments in R&D 1"01' rural .developnent.

115. While there have been several conferences and studies on rural technology, there is
little knowledge of the stock of existing and potential technologies available in the
region as a whole. The Techno'-ogy Needs Assessment Survey by thc African Regional
Technology Centre (A..'lTC) which is underway is thus a step in the right direction. Also
needed is a region-wide study of the impact of technology on a continuing basis. and a
harmonization of technology policies at national, subregional and regional levels.

SECTION V: CONCLUSIONS A"'D RECONMENDATIONS

'Conclusions
...c~y . B':"

116. The Expert Consultation recognizes that the economic base of rural development with
equity, in Africa is generally lI8riculture. The relative share of the small farmers in
terms ·01' ,their total acreage in agriculture, contribution to food self-sufficiency.
generation of emploYment and poverty alleviation is crucial. And yet their productivity
is very low due to marginal investment in appropriate mechanical, chemi'cal and biological
technology. The consequence has been inter-alia, serious erosion of the economic base
of.rural developnent, pauperization of the over-whelming ma;lority of the rural population
and alarming dependency of Africa on external goodwill at the cost of its dignity.

117. Rural deyelopment has to be technology-based. Experienc:fe, however, shows the
diffUsion of technology at the small farmers' level in the region suffers from lack of
communication a.nd co-operation among besides others. ministries with responsibility
for the ruraJ.- :Sector and from poor infrastructure. I,.
118. Assuming these problems are resolved, the technological pa'ckll8e, viz., mechanical,
chemical and':bi910gical - to raise productivity may still resuit in greater income
disparity at' i~t in the transition stage due to unequal accesS: of the over-whelming
majority of the -'rural people to the 'new sources of incane and power. It is quite
possible the deci.,ion-<naking authorities at macro level may not be able to anticipate
such unintended c9nsequences. The risk of such contingenoy, in which wealth accumulates
and men denS¥ n,eeds to be guarded against.

119. Africa hall't.he favourable :t\actor-endowments and great potential for self-sustained
developnent. To realize the potential, Africa thus needs to adopt a socially sensitive
and yet pra!1)D.ati(;: technological policy and measures to benefit largely the small-scale
farmers. Such a:' policy, complemented by other inputs, institutional support, fiscal and
price policy, should hlep Africa recover from the current socio-economic crisis and
gradually have a self-sustained economic base for integrated rural development, which
is synonymous with national development of the member States of the African region.

He camnendati ons

120. In light of this broad objective, the Expert Consultation, having considered the
African countries' experiences and proposals made in the various papers subnitted to it,
makes the following recommendations for the consideration of the member_States of the
region to:
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A. Short Term -I.

i) Formulate expli·c:l.t o;'-;'r?-u national,tedlliolo~policyst~~ements with clearly
defined objectives. Such objectives' 'include the developnent of technologies
that, stress, the:fuJ.l, ut;L llzation of tholle raw materials and natural resources
in which a country i~' ;elatively well'~ndowea. 'technologies with! low foreign
exchange' ,iJ1,:tensity andlm~ort dependence. technologies that are within reach

'i'of average producers and consumers and the development of technologies ,that
aretiot 'only of high productivity. but are consistent with a country's E1ocio
cultU:~aland institutional heritage. Rural technology policy with raElpect to
'mechanical, biological andclclemical technology should then be derived fran the
general guidelines and principles of national technology policy;

ii) Starting with the fiscal year 1987 • substantially increase the allocation of
resources for the development and dissemination of apprdpriate mechanical and
bio-chemical inpuh for raising the productivity of agriculture. opeeially
its cereal SUb-sector. The increased allocation should be coo.sistent with

. the requirements of. the sector &lid withthe recaDlllendations made' by' ;"besides
others. the Lagos Plan of Action and thil"AfricBn Priority P1.&1 for ,Eco.nJ1ll)j.c
RecoverJ and DevelC'.Pl"l'nt;' ' , , '"t

~.);J-

Augment the po"er~~tAe,+~available for cI"i"ical t'am.op<!rationEl~i~.g.
primary and second~"tif~e; planting.weedilIt; 'etc.) •.This will not only
enhance theprodu,c:t(i,,'(i,ty ~',the available labour liUt'alElo to reduce drudgery
of agriculturEjJ. oper~tiQtls. attract theyouthsto'rSlllain in the rural areas;
and exploit optimally the short';rainy seasbiisfor crop production. The
increment in r~,P9ver cap be.realized by use of animal powered implements
and mechanfcallypo).-ered teC'imologies' (tract'orsfetc.).· Where cond1t'-ons
allow (i.e. tse-tse free areas, people have'trsiritibn ofkeepiug suitable
11vestock which can be used for farmilig 'operat'ioiis) emphasis Ij,hould be .in the
use of animal powered mechanization.' Wiliii'ecoDditions are unfavourable for

. , s.nill\al powered mechanization to be introduced efforts should be directed at
'in'br:od-ucing appl'opriate machinery and implements. These policies ....e. required
to upgrad'il,power sources for farmi!,s and ,non..fanning activities in the ;rural
areM. They. should aim at: "", ',,'"

. -.' or'

iii)

a) .:r'educin~ th"ctjrre;;t':d';p~nd~nc~,;6n ')itiman' eff'ortsil.li' the me.jor source of
power and promote tLe use of higber sources' cll"'power'derived"lllrall,:su;l.1;/l;ple new
and renewable energy resources; and" ", ",",'"'''''''' ",'

i;~;[~_':j, ,-}~) __ ';-;" ~J,'

. ','" (.1. L<; ib}, .:;r~~iding tlJ.ec,eq~iredoi¥'trast,ruc~0'e, lmd: tacilitiesc.t'orthe, ef';f1!=Jent use
, :" "e, , ,,;,"r:M\he,Wusbd rrenewaq..:).eent:'r~"llources:, ~ The~'e ~h&1ld' 'inelude f'anill1lil's,t'91"

"" p", , .'" "'r:tira.iuing'bf' ,technicians, anj1,e!lgineers btl tpe' 'fabrication' md mainte!l!ll!lt\;;e ot'
~'" " ,'~. sgricultuT&.landother imp~ents. mah'{ifa~iJ',re and' ~sernble of paz1;,I'I,J!Dd

""'"".,,' components in~!U,workshq~~."· ,; i,
.,~'. "'1' ,'c,):-' '~j _' '.:: .<.::'i',f';;,'" r.-,"." ..• :,:. _.;::~-, .• ,< _ , _ "':-: •.'" ",', ,'J-'.'_!¥-~ l_~':·('-.."'~'·"·

iv) Invest additional resources in' both i'eselirtih'llii'lf't'1'9!ill'ing•.Oi'rhe-training should
be at artisan level (agriCUltural mechanics. etc.); technician level and
managerial levels (agri cultural engineers. etc.). The researcJ,le.f'torts should

~":;'d1:t'ected,ati!ieotif'ying tl!e ecc>l!ani~e.lly optimal mix of hsndt'oor;"eniiiial
'.",i..,,f,,, plWltred, sndmechanically powered t;;,chnologies which can be ,ul\ed t9r. t;t.~ld

".~~j,,:::tf~ "~ationss. '".". ~il ~':" ...:JH.r,-· ,.I"·'.1ftt"
";\:'"

'" , ... ".,,'
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vi)

vii)

viii)

ix)
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Encourage the use of bio-chemical inputs by making them available in time
at fann level and at the reasonable prices to :r:aise their current utilization
rate. To facilitetc t~~>. it is i~pG~t~~ tc identify the socio-econamic. as
well as technical constraints, which hinder the increased utilization of such
inputs in particular in the range of small holder agricultural activity. Most
fertilizers and pesticides currently in use in African agriculture are
imported, representing extensions of technologies developed largely in the
industrial worlc., These mll¥ not alwll¥s be suitable for tropical climates,
especially after sustained applications. Hence, appropriate bio-chemical
technologies, based on available resources and suitable for the tropical
areas in the long-term, need to be developed to ensure sustainable increased
production as well as protecting the environment;

Exploit fully the irrigation potential existing in the region by both
efficiently utilizing existing irrigation facilities and increasing the area
under irrigation. Training should be given to produce the required manpower.
at fanners', artisans', technicians I and managerial levels for irrigation
farming and to undertake research on cheaper WlJ¥s of constructing and
managing irrigation infrastructure and water harvesting techniques. Of
fundamental importance is the need to shift emphasis aWlJ¥ fran large scale
irrigation projects to building national networks of SIIIall-scale and
medium-scale irrigation facilities;

Allocate resources to develop and disseminate new technologies in storage and
processing that are not only effective in reducing post harvest crop losses
but are also within the economic reach of ordinary o.;Jerators. This is
necessary to minimize losses due to existing poor storage, processing and
transportation;

Take urgent steps to lCl.Ullch national grassroot farm credit schemes that are
accessible to all rural income groups, especially the poorest of the poor.
This will ameliorc.~e tLe 2.iv :rse income inequality consequences of neJol"
technology during the transition period;

Establish appropriate institutional modalities (e.g. a cell or an unit) for
monitoring the implementation and consequences of rural technology policies
and programmes. Naticnal workshops should be organized to sensitize policy
makers and the general public to critical issues in the generation, promotion,
dissemination and consequences of new rural technologies.

B. Medium Term

i) Adopt a number of measures to expand indigenous technical capacity. This
will mean:

a) agricultural research and development should be interdisciplinary,
location specific and adaptive;

b) there should be farm testing unity to conduct tests and demonstratim
of new technology package;

c) on-farm research to develop and improve upon the existing simple low
cost technology packages, which fit different faming system. Such research,
inter-alia, will give thorough knowledge of the faming system of small farmers;
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d) local production of appropriate implements and yield raising inputs. Large
scale preQueers should be assisted through the provision of' adequate and time~

suI'[> ly of' good q""lit,y: .c... ",at~rials ;:..:.1 ~pares;

e) prcmotion and en~ ouragement of acceptability and use of locally designed
implements;

f) emphasis on b.fol"!llal technical education exchange between rural craftSJllen
and their counterparts in urban areas;

g) upgrading blacksmith sector through training, provision of' worksheds and
simple tools.

11) Revamp and revi talize existing extension services through:

a) training, motivation and adequate transport to enable extension workers
to reach farmers;

b) improved marketing and distribution channels of alternative technology;

c) regional survey to assess the market for various technologies made within
or around .. given area; and

d) incentives for effective interface between fanners and extension1sts
on one hand and extensionists and researchers on the other.

iii) Take urgent steps to unify and streamline under one ministry of agriCUlture,
all departments, dealing ,dth crops, forestry, fishery, livestock, co-operatives
and marketing;

iv) Take steps to diversify production to reduce socio-econcmic risk by:

a) shifting to alternative non-traditional agricultural exports;

b) commercializing traditional agriculture; and

c) developing new technologies in subsistence f'ood production.

C. Long Tenn

i) Launch national programmes in rural f'eeder road and rural market networks.
Where existing facilities have broken down, they should be reconstructed and
rehabilitated. Unless rural infrastructures are provided on a massive scale,
technology policies will continue to have limited impact as well as unintended
consequences;

11) Adequateq fund detailed f'am management studies within the broad framework
of social and economic policies of' respective countries;

iii) Incorporate vocational courses in school curricula and introduce basi(:
education to facilitate technological awareness;

iv) The detailed project proposals for technology transfer, developnent and diffusion
should be worked out at na.tional level and presented to potential financers as
joint venture enterprises (Illustrative project ideas are given in Annex I);
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v) Streamline existing institutional arrangements with emphasis on the need to
give science and technology the highest possible level of political authority.
In this W8¥, priorities in ll&Ticulture and rural development can be directly
translated into priorities in science and technology, resulting in timely
development of appropriate technologies;

vi) Existing mechanisms for co-ordination of technological development and
dissemination should be supported and strengthened to optimize the pay-ott
from technological innovations to all concerned;

vii) ECA should monitor and submit progress report on the implementatioo of the
above recommendations.
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Pf'.OJECT IDZAS (I!1 'lTE T;r:CI~!()LCGY A'!D RUP.AI.
jJ~·v ~·-L{)lJ:IZ;JT I~; l..FP..ICA

1. Proj act Title

National, sutreeional end regional projects, tltrwgh Joint Ventures, on the
Impact of Teclmolo8Y on rural development in J'fricn•

. II. Background rnd Justification

Africa is pr.mominantly rural and m,,~ remain so at the year 2000 and possibity
beyond. Hence, the run:l <'ev"lopment of the memb,r States of the regton is synOtJYlllous
with their national development. The development of rural life, institutions aDd
econany is the main basis hy which Africa can expect to pull itself out of thec:ur)'ent
socio-econanic crisis, with dignity end equity.

In fact, the Laeos Plan of Accion (LPA), for the development o,f. Africa, 1980-2000
states, inter alia, "member StattS stOll.!? direct their. efforts to spelling out a
strateey for·pevelopment, which should:;uide their thiIlkinz, planning and action on
h inging..a~OlJt socio-econemic changes necessary for improving tIce quality of life of, ..
the majority of the people. This object;ve requires them to invect in science and
technology resources for raisine African standard of livin[ and for reliev1n3 misery
in the rural areas."

The L"A further goes on to add, "attention should, therefore, be paid to the role
of science and technology in integrated rurel development. This would require, sOIlg
other things, the generation of financiel resources and political will and courage on
the part of !)oHr" 0"" ner<C<""-M"'·pr" rf the cf'lIltinent to induce profound chaDge with
far-reachiDg effects on the use of science and technology as the basis of socio-econanic
development as a matter of the utmost iIIlporta~ce ~d ureency at this fateful juncture
of history." ,

Inte3rated Rural Development is production-based and rural poverty-alleviation
oriented. It is multi-sectoral but its main economic base is generelly agriculture in
the AfricaDTegion. The poor performance of this sector is at the root of the region's
socio-economic crisis.

A major ,,"ctivity of this sector is food production. Food comes first and is the
most basic of the basic needs for survival. &~~ yot, the f~od self-sufficiency ratio
in Africa has been declining since the 1960s. It ~as 8~ percent in the ·19~Oa ,nd may
fall to 71 percent for cereals by t~e year 2a08. The consequence of this declining
trend are poverty, malnutrition, stervation and even famine. Over a milli"" p:eople have
died in the recent past. lIany more millions are barely clinically alive and are only
sustaJ.ned through massive aid.

Such· tragedy WI$ neither unavoicable nor unenticipated. For, despite all the
emphasis pieced on bcreased food production within the region by the LPA and feasibility
studies showing one member State clone has the potentiality of becomiD3 the granary IJf
the reg~on, the share of the public sector allocation for aericulture averaged 7 percent
in the 1978-19R2 period. If the FA0 survey results are indicative, African ·countries
have been allocatinr; a 1011er percentcc.e of publi ~ resources to agriculture than those
in Asia and the ~acific.
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Similarly, des;; ite the recanmend"tion 0" the LPf.. to gr~dually allocl'.te upto 1 percent
of the GDP to develor eprropriate tec'mol0L:Y, the resource allocation by the' member States
as of 1985 varied fran 0.2 to 0.3 percent of the GDP. He".ce, the decreasinc food self
suff4.ciency rati~"is ... loekal corollery of incdequate investment to improve f em prOduc
tivity. In fact, it has been :lreu"d thet " ••• Africa's current probleD!s have less to do
with the drought than with the fact it cl'nnot reed itself whatever the weether •••",g'iven,
inter alia, the current level of technol~y. unattractive fam prices ,,00 de;,:radatian of
soil. This, then is t',e ~,,,cy.E:rounc of this ,roj"ct.

Studies have revealed that there is a potertial for national, cubregional and regiooal
eo-operation in 'the field of appropriatr:technolozy for rural development ir Africa; there
is also acope for participation" in joint ventures r>roj ect at subregional and regional levels
using current local investments and any available international support in the form of skills
materials and resources to stimuhte positively the Im!"'ct of Tect-.nolOZy on rural development
in Africa.

III. Special considerat;l.ons

'tec:hnol08y'for ruraldevelopm~ntwould moon not merely techrttl16e~' ,~pplicable ill the
rural areas, but techtloioey, which can be acc<;!,ptee, ass1lllilated. OIl~l'ltAd lind 'l'ep!icatc'
by the target £:roup of Rural Development "rogrmnmes \lhich would enhnn.c", ·,that.. produ"tive'
potential withoUt displacing labour. " '

No technology is resource neutral. Ie fact, technology,'as develop(~ so far. bas a
basis against the assetless and the resourceless. Introduction of capital or resource
intensive technology mieLt in a fractured society create further differentiation to the
detriment of the asse~less. Technology for the poor would, therefore, require to be
"de-classed". Is there any such perception with those who deal with the hl'.rdware of
technology? If so, wha' action has follo\'ed?

Any innovation would be I!ccertable ~o t~e' people only when it is unJerstandable,
appealing and economical. TechnoloeY by its nature is mystifying. Therefore,it becomes
difficult to disseminate it to1argely ill.iterate mes,s",s, who do not have any' prior
exposure to scientific end technological knowledge ap.:Lappliances. Tec'mology for rural
development· has to be "demystified" so that "users" can grasp it witl>out much difficulty,
i.e .. the taroet group should pe able to orerate efficiently, repair and maintain without
'ext~nal'assistancethe new appliances of production. Haw 'can it he: done? '

< • • J Identification oe the technology need has to be a two-way process:

(a) Demand coming from the ultimate users; and

(b) Perceived need based on empirical findings of various technical institutions.
~!'hat shwld be the !'Iecl.aniSlll for such identification?

. l!ow to ensure .I:hat the'improved technology is ultimately 'made &vailablet~,th", poor
for their improved economic activity either individually or' in'groups and not, !.!!OI1CWlllil:ed
by others adversely affecting their interest.

What should be the most effective "1cdia of tranlllllitting the message of appropriate
technology to the poverty groups?

---------------------,
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IV. Objectives

- To bring the po"er of science awl tcc!mo10gy which has been demonstrated in the last
decade in increasing food production to focus on the problems of hunger and mal
nutrition and to identify the possibilities for :Improving the incanes of the poor;

- To take into account more fully t~e socio-economic and cultural factors involved
in this process, and to integrate traditional lcnowledge and practices with upgraded
or new technologies to achieve i:nprovements in the management of local resources;

- To maintain the eco1~gical balanc2 as a necessary iner~dient of ensuring food
security;

To improve the quality of life or. rural populatj.on.

V. Inputs

Resources (e.g. coeds, funds, services, labour) provideJ by partners (Govermnents,
entrepreneurs, any eventual donors interested) to ;Jut up manufacturing centres for specific
equipment with the expectation of producing outputs and resources, or to help the
dissemination of available technologies to the user level.

VI. Outputs

Specific products or servcies generated in order to achieve programme or project
objectives. These specific products will be based on mutusl interest.

VII. Work Plan

1. National Workshop to establish lmareness;

2. Establishment of national focal points;

3. Organization of a task-force from key staff members from the National centre;

4. Exchan3e and training of staffs - visits to neighbouring countries;

5. Conduct of a feasibHity study;

6. Search for funds;

7. Setting up of demonstration cum replication centres;

8. Putting up plans for enhancement of production capabilities and capacities for
subregional co-operation and trade;

9. Holding of regional meeting to exchange experiences and discuss steps for further
action.

VIII. Effects - Social and qualitative

Outcome of the use of cutputs (increased use of locally produced equipment, nature
of training offered, enhancement of quality of education and creation of job opportunities).
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17.. Impact - Quantitative

Outcome of the effects (c'Z' higher income fcr such partner or t.frican Govertll'lent,
number of qualified trainees, number of jobs created, etc ••• ).

8"

X. Monitoring

Continuous or periodic review and curveillance,by,prq~ramme!rrojectmanagement
of tHe implementation of plllotlOd :icHiTtt1es I . . . -,

XI. Evaluation J ~ ,

Objective ,",sseSSl'l:mt of the effects "Ill! impaCisof activities on beneficiaries.
l1ay be ongoing (cl:rried out during implerlentation). terminal phase (at completion)
ot ex-post (some years after completion of aome phcses).

List of Project Ideas on Technology for Rural
Develgpment

1. Promotion and popularization of innovation technologies suitable for rural development;

2. Technology policies for rural development;

3. Role of TNC's in food policy implC1':lcnt..ationl '/'

4. Upgrading of traditiond technologies for t'tiral development I

5. AIming national food colicies with subregiOnal and regional policies;

6. Soil and water c nservation technologies for rural development;

7. 11aintenance of farm equipments; and

8. Promotion of the Informal Sector for Rural Developments.
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